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Engage Johnny Hamp t o Play f r Prom
Carrol'l to Play Host II John Carroll's New President: I Famou Band From
To Northeast Ohio ~-------~--==~--~~.. . . . .·:J Radio ity to Swing
At Ho el Cleveland
Debate Tournament
Night f March 31
More Than Fifteen Teams to
Represent Member Colleges
On Campus Saturday

es Final Plans for
Which Joseph
ign as King

------

'When the members of the Northeastern Ohio Debate conference meet on the Carroll campus on Saturday, March 20, more than fifteen Ohio universities
will enter representatives in the annual debate tournament.
According to David Ferrie, Carroll sophomore in
charge of arrangements, the opening round of the
competition will be preceded by a short general meeting of the N.E.O. in the main auditorium of the Administration building at 9 a. m. The Rev. Charles :McDevitt Ryan, S.J., moderator of the Carroll Oratorical
Society, who has been president of the conference for
the past year, will extend the welcome of John Carroll University to the visiting school at this first
meeting.
Four rounds of debate will be held through the day-the
first beginning at 9:30 a. m.; the second at 11 :00 a. m. ; the
third at 1 :15 p. m.; the fourth and final round at 2:30 p. m.
After the las t debate the results will be tabulated immediately
~ aua wj ll be a nnguncwt at the een.er;U. assemlJ.\1 .in .the Audi;'torium at 4:00 p. m.
Plans for the tournament indicate that there will be no
·
eliminations, and consequently, no official ind1vidual
championship team. The title of "Champion of the Northeastern
Ohio Debate Conference" will be giYen to the university which
wins the greatest number of debates during the four rounds
of the contest
In an effort to entertain in a nrofitable
manner all the
...
visiting members of the Conference throughout the day, a series
of practice debates has been arranged. In this way those
schools entering a different team in each round will be given
the opportunity of improving their technique prior to their
official participation in the tournament. Rooms, judges and
timekeepers will be provided by the Carroll Oratorical Socicty. The judges for these warm-up debates will render critical decisions.

Ca r r oll p rome jd ers were assured of the greatest
dance orchestra in prom history when the conunittee
engaged J ohnny F. amp, p opular young maestro who
has just conclude a record engagement with his
orchestra in the
a inbow Grill atop Radio City.
R amp's "danceabl " rhythms will be broadcast from
H otel Cleveland or a hal f hour program over an
N. B . C. networ of 44 stations.
Hamp, long kn wn as one of the country's most
personable band 1 ders, is famed from coast to coast
by reason of his innumerable network broadcasts,
phonograph r ecor · ngs, and appearances at the nat ion's leading hot
and night clubs. In New York,
dine and dance
votees have followed his catchy
Ramp rhythm fr
the Hotel New Y
to
i&~hionable

w G ri)l;

section of the R
bow Room.
her
his
music
fr
m
engagements at the exclusive
V ery R ev. William M. M ag ee
E dgewater Beach otel, the Drake and the Congress
hotels, the Hanga and the Black Hawk Cafe.
Mac~ee
The famous Kit Kat Club, London's best lmown night
~
club, housed the gen 1 J ohnny for an extended engagement.
"1
· Stars were e te r tarne
· d bY h"IS versa t"lI e group d urmg
·
T HE students of John Carroll University through the Carroll
"' oVJe
his extended stay at the mv:.'t _.Photographed and most pubN eu•s are pleased to welcome as their 11C<\J President, the Very
licized night club i the cou1
the Cocoanut Grove in
Rev. T-Villiam M .•Magee, S. 1., zuho has succeeded the Rev. BeneLos Angeles. The oosevelt Hotel in New Orleans, the
Ambassador hotel i Atlantic City, The Peabody Hotel in
diet f . RodmaH, S. f. Our new president comes to us ·with a great
·Memphis, the Schr · er Hotel in Milwaukee, the Trocadero
deal of administrative experience a11d in lzis years as an educator
in Hollywood, the M rk H opkins and St. Frances Hotels on
the West coast-all ve been enter tained by Hamp and his
and a president, Father :Magee has compiled m~ enviable record.
internationally famo
orchestra.
----------------------.:__------~ Father 11-lagee has been presi- ;--------...:~_ ___:...:..____::_.......:..; That the committee's selection is popu-

Fathet•

Carroll Students Get Set for
Huge St. Patricli')s Day Program
J ohn Toner Heads Comin:ittee That Will
P r omote Convocation Entertainment and
Organize Section for Downtown Parade
«vVhen Irish eyes are smiling all the world is bright and gay ... "
Irish eyes will have plenty of reason to do some extra smiling
around Carroll on March 17. Nor will the traditionally gay spirit of
St. Patrick's Day be confined- to the sons of the old Erin, for a gala
day is in store for all Carroll men, regardless of nationality.
First of all, of course, comes the
jubilantly accepted announcement of Fr. Bracken, that classes
will be called off in the afternoon
so that students can participate
in the annual St. Patrick's parade.
But that by no means is all.
Realizing that no St. Patrick
Day would be complete without
an appropriate program, John J.
Toner, outstanding student and
Irishman, has planned an attractive show for the student body at
convocation on March 17.
Featured on the entertainment will
be Mr. Walter O'Donnell and Mr. John
O':Malley, both prominent men in Irish
activities throughout Cleveland. Mr.
O'Donnell is professor of Political
Science at the university, active promoter in a national peace campaign,
and former marshall in the three

previous Shamrock-Day parades Mr.
O'Malley, who is chairman of the
Board of Trustees of the Irish-Civic Association and a founder of the annual
St. Patrick's Day parade in Cleveland,
will speak to the_assembly on the purpose of the parade and will encourage
everybody-Irish and all-to join in
the merriment of this outstanding Irish
celebration.
Ur. O'Malley will also take the opportunity to award the Carroll band
a trophy which it earned last year for
being the best band in the parade. Carroll's band, needless to say, will be out
again this year to repeat its former
splendid success and to make it two
cups in a row, a week from today.
Choice renditions of favorite Irish
tunes by the John Carroll Glee Club
Quartette as well as solos by two members of the Glee Club will be an important feature on Mr. Toner's pro(Contimled 011 Page 2)

Welcomed

,ry,

dent of Marquette U11iversity
for the last nine years and certainly he is capable to guide the
desti11ies of John Carroll.
Father Magee is a man welt
able to understand the student's vie·wpoint. He is a man
keenly interested in the physicai development of his p1·otegees through the mcd~·um of
sports as we kuow from his
'years of coaching at St. J alms
in Toledo
Father Magee is a dig11ijied,
solemn looki1lg mau with an
erect carriage and a pleasing
soft spoken voice. He is formal
but not pedantic. TVe anticipate nuteh from o1tr 11ew President. rv c wish him to know
that the st11dents arc actively
anr whole-heartedly bchin,d
him in all he does and especially uow, at the outset of his
regime, when the going will be
the hardest.
~V e wish to assure him that
he will find the Carroll stude11t
enthusiastically rrcarroll milld·
ed" a11d that he 11eed 11ever

hesitate to call on the student
body for it's whole-hearted cooperation.

'

Elect Sallot
T 0 Soph Class
p residency
Special Election Finds Second
Year Men Picking B~ennan,
Corrigan and Holzheimer
To Oth er Offices
In the recent special elections of
the sophomore class, Bernard R.
Sallot was chosen pr esident of the
class. This election was conducted
under the dir ection o f the Rev.
William J. Murphy, S . J., Dean of
Men, with Williams Peoples, President of the Carroll U nion, acting as
chairman.
Special elections for all four officers of
the sophomore class were necessitated by
the resignation of Edward Boczek, president, and John P. Cullin, secretary, and
by the ineligibility of Ralph Konkol and
George Ballish, vice president and treasurer, respectively.
Besides Sallot, the other officers elected
at the meeting were: Charles R. Brennan, vice president ; Thomas C. Corrigan, secretary; and George Holzheimer, treasurer. This is Corrigan's second term in the office of secretary, having
held that position in his freshman year.
The election for treasurer proved to
be the most interesting when Joseph
Cerino and George Holzheimer tied for
(Cot1ti11ued ot~ Page 2)

I

~e~i~~ ~ol~~f~:eo~dk=~s ~=;~
r university proms this spring.

The

~~d~~/~~::~~~a ~: ~r~~~~a~~ ;:~~

ish music for the University of Michin spring formaL Before fulfilling his
leveland engagement he will have
ayed at the University of Pennsylvania.
(Con.tim1ed on. Page 3)

To the Alumni:
Remember the time when you,
as students of John Carroll University, waltzed to the dreamy
music of nationally known dance
orchestras at former Carroll
Promenades? Those were, perhaps, the finest dances you have
ever attended.
We extend a cordial invitation
to you, as former students of the
university to join us as we dance
to the music of Johnny Hamp
and his orchestra at Hotel .Cleve-.
land on March 31, at the 17th
Annual Prom.
Special seating arrangements
have been made for you. All the
Alumni will be seated in a special
11ection at the Supper. This will
be an opportunity not to be missed for you to see old acquaintances and renew old friendships.
Reservations may be made by
calling YEllowstone 3800, Extension 2, in the Dean of Men's office.
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j'McGannon and Students Honor ]Prof. Meermans
----iiiiiiiiiiiiiii-----~-' McCaffrey Win Old and New
'fo Address
Frosh Tourney Presi·dents
•Commerce Club

Who's Who at: Carroll
R=ich.......
ard--=Le--o--Le--usch......
: ---ma)-.Or,---Gr-eek"""'\";----................

L;.;;.

minor, Business Administration; hobby,
English Literature and Journalism; devotes much of his time to good-fellowship. This, dear reader, is the problem
which has baffled university authorities
for four years.

•

When the Carroll Commerce Club
In a program at convocation this mornDefeat LaSalvia and Sulzer
In Debate Finals; Upperclassmen ing the student body bid farewell to its meets at a downtown restaurant next
Act as Judges
retiring president, the Rev. Benedict J. ll~ondcty evening at 6 :30 P. M. Pro-

Amateur Athlete,
Translates Classics
Dick Leusch spent his grammar school
days at St. Michaels and St. Charles. In
the fall of nineteen twenty-nine he entered St. Ignatius high school. There are
many who maintain that the only real
students in this country are of Teutonic
descent. Dick Leusch, even during his
high school days, could be used as a
splendid example in the proof of this
theory. Despite his marked ability as an
amateur athlete he spent many mere
hours than other students translating the
classics. It is admitted by his intimate
-friends that he occasionally displayed
signs of a sizzling hot temper. These
same individuals believe that he finally
whipped this temper into submission by
inflicting punishment upon himself. The
punishment, they tell us, consisted in doing about four times as much studying
as the high standards of the school required. He was one of the three class
speakers on graduation night and finished his high school career with a general
average of ninety-four.
Perhaps there
were a few others in his class who won
one or two more medals than he did;
perha!)s there were a few who gained
a little more of that ephemeral scholastic
glory; yet there was no one who had developed a more solid foundation for future school work. He had learned to
study; he had learned to love study.
\Vhat greater prize can a high school
student gain?

Will Graduate
With "Magna"
In the fall of nineteon thirty-three Dick
enrolled at Carroll. He was given his
little yellow cap and was firmly seated
on the crazy merry-go-round which the
unenli h en d
u!.ace calls "college."
., e.:w s to sa ·, he h.t's rema1neu a stud~t and will come dangerously close to
meriting a "summa cum laude" at the
graduation exercises not so far away. In
fact he could receive a "D" grade in
every course attempted this semester and
still be graduated with a "magna." He
has guarded against the pitfalls of honormen and therefore has retained his popularity with his fellow-classmates. Unethical as it may appear from a professional
point of view, Dick's big heart has often
prompted him to complete a difficult
class assignment and then to share the
fruits of many hours of hard labor with
the less ambitious and lazier members of
his class.

Prominent as an
Orator and Debater
A full enumeration of Dick's extra
curricular activities would take too long
and would fill too many of Editor Minarik's column inches. Having done considerable public speaking in high school
Dick joined the Oratorical Society upon
his entrance at Carroll. He participated
in the annual Oratorical Contest during
his freshman and sophomore years. Each
year he has entered the annual intramural debate tournament and last year,
together with Chester Lynn, merited a
place in the finals of this tournament. He
was a delegate from the university last
spring to the Third Annual Ohio Student's Convention on Public Affairs at
Oberlin. Because of his thorough knowledge of the matters under discussion and
his enthusiastic interest in the convention he was elected as one of the five
chairmen who served this convention. A
littlt! over a week ago he was captain of
a Carroll team which defeated a debate
team from ·washington and Lee University of Virginia. This morning he served
as chairman of tile special Union convocation honoring the Rev. vVilliam Magee,
S.J., and the Very Rev. Benedict J.
Rodman, S. J. He was selected for this
position of honor not only because of his
ability as a speaker but because of his
close connection with Father Rodman
during the last few years. Dick, as is the
case with most seniors, is determined to
be as helpful as possible to Carroll's new
president but is nevertheless somewhat
"down in the dumps" over the loss of
Father Rodman as president.
At present Dick is a member of the
committee arranging the annual Carroll

In a hotly contested final debate yesterday afternoon, William McGannon
and Eugene McCaffrey defeated Frank
LaSalvia and Louis Sulzer to become
freshman debate champions. The debate,
which was on the current Pi Kappa Delta
Minimum Wage question, was held before an audience of 125 students of the
Speech and Economics departments.

Father Ryan
Directs Tournament

Rodman, S. J., and met for the first
time the newly installed head, the Very
Rev. William M. Magee, S. J.
Father Magee sounded a note of optimism as he predicted an era of progress
for John Carroll University. He pointed
out, however, that Carroll advancement
depends entirely on the ability of the
student body to develope a "winning
spirit" and to transmit it's enthusiasm
throughout the whole city.
An air of sombreness hung over the
auditorium as the students listened to
Father Rodman's farewell message. Besides commenting on the splendid spirit
of cooperation of the Carroll student
body and urging that the students manifest the same willingness under the direction of the new Rector, he told how
pleasant his associations at Carroll had
been and remarked that the memory of
John Carroll would live forever in his
mind.
Students who participated in the program were : Richard Leusch, chairman;
Joseph Sullivan, who paid glowing tribute tQ Father Rodman ; William
Peoples, who welcomed Father Magee on
behalf of the student body. Other members of the committee in charge of arrangements included Thomas Heffernan
and William Riedy.

The two teams survived the four
rounds of eliminations to gain their place
in the final. The tournament, which aims
Richard L. Leusch
at developing future yarsity debaters, was
planned and conducted by the Rev.
Prom. He played a leading role in th'! Charles McDevitt Ryan, S. J., moderator
Little Theatre Society's recent presenta- of the John Ca rroll Oratorical Society.
tion of T. S. Eliot's "Murder In The
Winners Argue
Cathedral." He has done everything fr om
teaching Greek to catching on champion~ Negative Side
ship intramural baseball teams. He has
In yesterday's debate, McGannon and
served on various dance committees, and McCaffrey successfully defended the
has held membership in the Carroll Union negative side of the question against the
for several years.
affirmative persuasions of LaSalvia and
Sulzer. The decision went to the negaDrafted by
tive
team by a two-to-one vote of the
Carroll News
judges, Thomas Heffernan, Thomas VicIn high school he served as News tory and Thomas Osborne, members of
Editor of the Ignatius Eye. Few news- the varsity debate squad. Robert Miller,
paper readers appreciate the fact that it a freshman, was chairman for the conis a difficult task to write a news story. test.
The rules of journalism demand that a
news story be a plain statement of fact,
void of all expression of personal opinion.
Few students ever master this art. Dick
acquired the knack of writing these articles in high school and so proficient did
he become that he was drafted for the
Carroll News staff during his junior year
(Continued fro·m Page 1)
at Carroll. He has written countless news
articles, anyone of which might be used gram. The quartette will be composed
as a sample of how news stories should of Richard O'Grady, Paul Hribar, Eu- gene Brady, and Robert Mulcahy.
be written.
The Jesuit instructors at St. Ignatius Richard O'Grady and John Drain will
high school gave Dick Leusch a fine sing solos. Among the Irish tunes
foundation. The Jesuit professors at Car- sung will be "Irish Eyes", "Oh Paddy
roll have built up upon this foundation Dear", "Mother Machree", "Dear Old
and have put within his grasp the neces- Ireland", and "I Stand for Ireland."
sary polish-so essential to a real gentle- A genuine jig band which promises
man. Hence, now, a few months short of to leave the Carroll students humming
graduation, Dick may well, as did Vol- Irish ditties the rest of the day comtaire, exclaim: "the Jesuits have reared pletes the musical end of the show.
me well."
Parade Starts at

fl~ssor Howard D. Meermans will be the

f,eatured speaker.
Mr. Meermans was added this year
!10 the teaching staff of the Department
of Business Administration and is at
~~resent teaching the principles of adv·ertising at the Carroll evening school.
He is the president of the Meerman's
Advertising Agency and, because of his
varied experience in this increasingly
important field of business, is well qua~i
Jied to speak to the Carroll business
students.

Meeting Place
'Undecided
The place of meeting, not chosen as
yet, will be made known later in the
week by announcements placed on the
Jpulletin boards throughout the school.
:H:arry Lance, club president, is urging
:l.ll of the members, both day and evening school students, to attend this dinrter
meeting.

Miller Drug
Stores

St. Patrick's
Day

Election of
Sallot
Special Election of Sophomore
Class Results in New Olficers
In All Four Positions
(Contin11ed from Page 1)
first place in a field of four nominees.
However on the second ballot Holzheimer won by a good margin. The only
close election was the race for president
in which Sallot had a margin of five
votes over James Wilson, the opposing
candidate for president.

Euclid and 22nd
The committee assisting Chairman
Toner in the arrangements of this convocation program is made up of the
following students, representing all
classes: Henry Erhardt, James Breslin,
Thomas McGorray, Bill Normile and
Bill Deckman.
The St. Patrick's Day parade, wherein all Carrollers are urged to march,
will begin at two o'clock on Euclid.
Carrollers are to convene at 22nd and
Euclid where they will be assigned
their places and receive necessary instructions. Canes and perhaps pennants will be supplied gratis to Carroll
men.

Sallot Active
In Student Affairs

Slush Doesn't
Bother the Irish

Bernard Sallot, the new president, has
been a member of the Sodality and Band
since enrolling at Carroll in his freshman year. He is also affiliated with the
Carroll News and the Latin Club. At
the Carroll Union meeting last Thursday he was elected treasurer of the Union,
succeeding Edward Boczek in that office.
Charles R. Brennan, vice-president, is
treasurer of the Little Theater Society,
News Editor of the Carroll News, and
a member of the Debating Society, Glee
Club, and Sodality. He also was on the
committee of the Collegiate Club dance
held this year.
Tom Corrigan holds the positions of
secretary and Drum Major of the Carroll Band. The Sodality, Latin Club, and
Debating Society claim him as an active
member. For the past two years he has
served on the committee of the Collegiate
Club dance.
Besides being a regular on the Blue
Streaks basketball team which is expected to win the intra-mural basketball
title, George Holzheimer is a member of
the Sodality and Latin Club.

The parade itself will begin down
Euclid, march to the square where it
will turn to Superior to go to St.John's
Cathedral where Benediction will be
had to end the afternoon festivities.
The success of this parade has indeed
been a tribute to the indomitable spirit
of the Irish. Last year for instance in
snow and slush six inches deep people
from all parts of the city slopped their
way around downtown in a commendable
fashion. In that wet parade over a hundred and fifty Carrollers marched. A
much larger group is expected to represent the blue and gold this year.

Hibernians Dance
At Cleveland
Finally, in the evening at the Cleveland Hotel there will be a spirited St.
Patrick's party for which the Ancient
Order of Hibernians extends a hearty
invitation to all Carrollers.
For further information concerning the
St. Patrick's Day celebration we advise
you to see Mr. John J- Toner or one
of his committee.

PHONE CA.LLS
bring peac~! to
puzzled pe•)ple
In a puzzling siiuc:dion, two heads
are beHer ihan one.. especially if one
of ihem belongs ic1 mother or dad.
Why rwt talk it over by Telephone?

Ii costs liHle. Low4~st long distance
rates, which staJ~t at 7:00 o'clock
every evening, al.so are in effect
all. day Sunday.

THE OHIO BELL irELEPHONE CO.
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Carroll Seismograph Records Earth Tremors
Thorough Analysis of Two II Father Joliat: and Seismogr~l l Frosh Prepare
Quakes of Midwestern States ~:. . .~~~~----~=-------=--====---.11 For Oratorical
Undertaken by Father Joliat
Semi-Finals
Earthquakes Recorded on March 2 and 9 Are Most Severe
Since 1884; Carroll Seismograph Observer Explains
Findings of Tremors Over Radio Stations WHK and WJAY

Twenty-eight Sur vive Preliminary
Eliminations; Five to
Be Chosen f or Finals

By Harry Allwine

Twenty-eight freshmen orators
who have survived the preliminary
eliminations of the Freshman oratorical contest will compete in the
semi-finals next Wednesday, March
17, at 11 o'clock

The mild earthquakes that occurred last Tuesday, March 2, and again
yesterday morning caused John Carroll's seismology department to be
brought to the attention of the entire state.
Rev. Joseph Joliat, S. J., director of the department, gave two radio
talks on the subject yesterday, one over WHK at 4 :45 and another
over WJAY at 5 :30.
When the tremors occurred here, the seismograph at Carroll was the
only one that was in operation in northeastern Ohio.
Fr. Joliat, the able successor o f r - · - - - - - - - - - - - - Rev. Frederick Odenbach~ S .. J.,
told newspapermen who mqmred
about last week's shock that it originated either northeast or southwest of Cleveland, with the proba- At a meeting of the Scientific Academy
bility in favor of the latter, since on Friday, March 5, a resolution was
passed to the effect that the next two
other quakes had been known to lecture
periods o{ the Academy will be
stilrt itt the locality of Bellefon- held during the noon hour free period on
tairte, Ohio.
Thursdays. The business meeting as well
Fr. Jdlill.t'!l assumption as to the as the open forum will take place after
ditectiort was later shown to be cor- school as usual. This change was made
in an effort to increase attendance at
rect when his records were com- the lecture periods. If it does not prove
pared with those of Rev. Victor successful, a switch will be made to the
Stechschulte, S. J., director of the former after-school routine.
Xavier Seismological Observatory. James O' Hare lectured on the subject,
"The Philosophy of Science," discussing
Ground Pulled
the relationship between science and
Southwest
philosophy and why they are so closely

Speech P r ofs
Judge Preliminaries
During the past few weeks the
first round was held in the various
fre hman speech classes in which
nearly all the freslm1en participated.
The Rev. Cecil P. Chamberlain, S.
]., the Rev. Henry F. Sulzer, S. J.,
and :Mr. Frank \Viess, professors
of first year speech, judged the preliminary orations and selected the
contestants who are to perform in
the semi-finals. The Rev. Charles
11. Ryan, S. ]., director of the Oratorical Society, is in complete charge
of the contest.

Science Club Plans
Noon Hour Meetings

Winner to Receive
Fr. Bracken Medal

Fr. Joliat said his seismograph records related.
indicated that at the beginning of the

quake the first movement of the ground
was toward the southwest. This would
mean either a "pull" wave from that
irection (which was actually what had
oCcirrred~ .or -a - np\isli" wave from the
northeast.
Yesterday's earthquake, which struck
Cleveland at around 12 :45 a. m., was the
sixth one severe enough to be felt in
the history of the city. It was of the
same type and from the same direction
as last week's, stated Fr. Joliat, and was
of only slightly greater intensity.
Reports that the quake woke him yesterday morning were incorrect, Fr. Joliat
said. He was called by Fr. Murphy,
after the latter had received a phone call
from someone who had felt the tremors.
Because of the popular interest among
students at Carroll, Fr. J oliat exhibited
the seismograph yesterday afternoon to
a group of students who had had expressed their desire to see it. He showed
how a point traces a straight line on a
slowly revolving roll of smoked paper,
and how a movement of the earth causes
the needle to move, producing a wavy
line instead of a straight one.

Instrument
Accurately Timed
Each minute a mark is made in the
line by an electromagnetic attachment
which is connected with the seismograph
clock.
The markings produced are
spaced about a half inch and make it
possible to determine accurately the time
at which any seismological disturbances
took place. T he time is checked at noon
with the radio signal from Arlington.
The velocity of earthquake waves is
the same as the velocity of sound through
the earth, said Fr. Joliat. Layers of
different kind of rock transmit the tremors at different speeds, with the result
that usually several distinct waves are
felt from a single disturbance. The velocity of transmission varies from five to
nine miles per second. And incidentally,
one of these layers, the "Dahm" layer,
has been named after Cornelius Dahm,
who was once a pupil of Fr. Joliat.
Earthquake waves have been detected
after having passed through the earth.
Surface waves have been known to travel
all the way around the world three times.
Many quakes originate hundreds of miles
below the surface.
Fr. Stechschulte, from Xavier, is planning to make an inspection trip into the
section where the quake is believed to
have originated, it was reported yesterday.

Carroll Prepares for Swing Session With
Johnny Hamp and His Radio City Orchestra
Hotel Cleveland Site of
1937 Promenade Which

~Mil=lice~n_t:~~ ~ - - ~~h-~~-;---~~

ll a =

Promises to Be Best
(Contim1 ed from Page 1)
at Marshall College, and the University
of South Carolina.
Hamp has surrounded himself with a
talented and versatile band. The archestra spices a program of "soft and dreamy"
compositions with a few "swing numbers," entertains with numerous specialties and features a number of vocal solos
and glee club arrangements. Billed by
the management of Radio City as "the
Best H ost in New York" he is obviously
a crowd pleaser. Committee members
feel that his ingratiating personality will
click immediately with the Carroll
dancers.

Offers Many
Specialty Numbers
Featured artists with the band include
the stunning brune~te, Miss MillicJ:nt
Hope, and a singing trio, the "Kentucky
Serenaders." Miss Hope, who has frequently been sought by Hollywood talent
scouts, possesses in addition to her
beauty a voice that is guaranteed to
"stop the show." The trio is famed for
its unique style of singing sweet rhythm.
In addition to these soloists the entire
unit presents a travesty of Maj or Bowes'
amateur hour wh ich is said to be the
tops in tomfoolery.
Carroll students will be able to sample
the Johnny Hamp type of music when
the booking agency, Consolidated Radio
Artists, brings a set of his recordings to
be played for the next two weeks in the
smoking room. Students may submit requests to the committee that their
favorite numbers be played the evening
of the prom.

Combine Artistry
With Practjcality
The 1=ombination of enchanting music,
a perfect setting, a full course supper,
beautiful favors and an attractive program, makes the six dollar price tag on
each bid comparatively insignificant. A
plan is being worked out by the commit-

F rom the twenty-eight competitors who
wi ll deliver original orations of five minutes duration in the semi-finals, five will
be chosen to appear in the finals. One
alternate will also be selected. In the
fi nals, which is to be held during the
student convocation em- W~:im:smty, Rptll
7, the frosh speakers will deliver speeches
of eight minutes.
The wi nne r of the contest wi ll receive
the Edward J. Bracken Oratorical Medal,
while the five finalists will automatically
become members of the Oratorical Society
and will have a voting voice in the meetings of the organization.

Names of
Contestants
Contestants who have survived -competition as far as the semi-fit1als are: Neville Chandler, Dave Dinglely, Joseph Follen, Thomas Foy, Bud Giblin, Bernie
Hass, Frank Humphrey, Jack Hunt,
Jack Hurley, John Kenny, Andrew
Laheta, Jack Lancaster, Frank LaSalvia,
Earnest Letich, Tom Maloney, Gene
McCaffery, Bill McGannon, Jim McMahon, Robert Mulcahy, John .1\'amoske,
John Nichols, William .1\'ormile, Richard
O'Grady, Bernard Petty, Nick Ronan,
William Tome, Paul Vincent, and
George Zemba.

MILLICENT HOP_E
tee whereby a down payment may be
made to secure a reservation. Bids will
JOHNNY HAMP
gb on sale next Monday. Reservations
may be made by call ing the Dean oi Reavetz, James Wilson and William
Men's office, Yellowstone 3800, Exten- Young.
Dwyer and Reavetz have contacted a
sion No. 2, or by consulting one of the
dress suit rental company and have armembers of the Prom Committee.
ranged to supply students with either
Reservations Must
tuxedoes or fu ll dress suits at a reasonBe Made Early
able pr ice. W ilson and Foti will submit
Committee members are insistent that samples of corsages some time next week
reservations must be made at the earliest and will a rrange a special wholesale purpossible date, since contracts must be chase from one of the city's reliable
signed for the exact number of plates florists.
to be prepared by the Hotel Cleveland
chef, and for the favors which must be
Come Early
manufactured and shipped to the city.
To facilitate the publishi11g of
If the number of couples exceeds the
the a111mal Prom Editio1~ of the
number of available favors, those who
Carroll News, members of the
have made thei r reservations first will
committee urge that Carro/liles
receive their favors and the rest will reafld their dates arrive at the da11ce
ceive their gifts later by mail.
by 9 :00 P . M. It is essential tiUJt
Members of the committee include :
th11 prom picture be taken promptly
Joseph Sullivan, Chairman; William
at 9 :30 to be i11cluded i1~ tile issue
Peoples, H onorary Chairman; Eugene
which will be distrib1tted at supWolansk i, William Leppig, William
per.
Reidy, Michael Dwyer, Richard Leusch,
Thomas V ictory, James Foti, Ernest I ----------------1

Play House Presents
"Johnny Johnson"
The first Cleveland production of a new
play and the return of an old favorite as
"guest artist" combine to make The Play
House opening of "Johnny Johnson" on
V/ednesday evening.
:Mr. Collins, who was last seen at The
Play House five seasons ago, returns to
the theatre to again create the title role
in this play, in which he made such an
outstanding success in the Group Theatre's production on Broadway earlier m
this season.

To Present
" The Little Princess"
Other members of the cast of this antiwar play include: Shirley Gregory,
Frances Brunt, Esther ~{ullin, Clarence
Kavanaugh, K. Elmo Lowe and Thomas
R. I reland.
The children's theatre group of The
Play House is busy on rehearsals of •
their next production "T he Little Princess" which the Curtain P ullers plan to
give in the Drury Theatre for Easter
holiday entertainment.
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••• a g reat fin ish
for the teaJD . . .

every student's attendance. Capable as they
were they must have overlooked some small item
for though attendance was good, it was not what
this year's will be.
The Carroll News docs not need to be clarivoyant to see that this year's Prom will break
all attendance records. It must only look at the
program offered. \Ve are well enough informed
about Carroll men to know that they could
never overlook an opportunity to attend the
"Perfect Prom."

. . . a tribute to the
finest JUan ea••roU
will eve•• know- ~ ..
"To be master or servant within an hour,
This is the course of temporal power."
The above quotation is taken from T. S.
Eliot's Murder in the Cathedral, the drama
recently produced by the Little Theatre Society of John Carroll.
Today the Carroll News asks Carroll men
to ponder those words. \Ve believe that they

The most interesting basketball team that
ever donned Carroll jerseys ended its season
last Saturday by outplaying and outscoring
Baldwin-Wallace College from Berea. The night
before they had done the same thing to a cocky

are a true e..-..::pressoin of our sentiments to-

five from the University of Detroit.

wards the recent change in Presidents of

For Gene Wolanski, Glenn Garrett, and

our University.

Bobby Thompson, that B-W game was the last

For when the Rev. Benedict J. Rodman,

athletic endeavor for which they could represent

S .J., handed the key of the President's desk

John Carroll. And they knew it. They performed

to the Very Rev. William M. 1\Iagee, S. J.,
he passed it over a sea of repressed tears.

in the most brilliant style of their three years of
varsity competition.
The night before, senior Dave Wilson, who
has only this year tried for a varsity position
played his last game.
We are sorry to see these men leave. But we
are glad to see the manner in which they have
climaxed their athletic careers.
Those two victories came as warning to next
year's foes that Carroll will be strong. This
~ 3 ft<aflman t e:ttn was the best Carroll has
ever seen. Add it to such fine team players as
Danny Mormile, Johnny Dromo, Johnny Marcus, Bill Thomas, Ken Fierle, Lou Gliha and
George Neagoy and the result is a first class
basketball team. Next year they'll prove it.

•.. throw open
the portals ..•
On Saturday, March 20, the John Carroll
University Oratorical Society will play host to
representatives from member colleges of the
Northeastern Ohio Debate League. On October
9, 1936, this organization held a banquet at Kent
State University, at which the Rev. Charles McDevitt Ryan, S. J.. moderator of the Carroll Oratorical Society, and debating coach, was unanimously elected president of the Conference.
David Ferrie has been placed in charge of the
contest. He has already contacted the various
teams to be present and has made arrangements
for the turnament.
This endeavor by the Carroll Oratorical Society climaxes a brilliant season of debating by
members of that society. Successful in home debates, undefeated on a tour of midwest universities, and now ready to play host to the most active debating organization in the country, it is
fitting that Carroll students doff their hats to this
smoothly functioning forensic group.

••• we don~t have
to be elah•voyant •.
Yesterday an announcement was made to the
committee by chairman Joseph P. Sullivan, that
Johnny Hamp and his orchestra had been engaged to play for the 1937 John Carroll Promenade.
We are glad. For in hiring this famed band,
those in charge of this year's Prom have taken
another step towards success.
In other years, committees have striven to
make this perennial affair worthy of practically

They were the unshed tears of the students,
of the alumni, of the people of Cleveland,
and of the Jesuit and lay teachers. Every
one of us loves him.
Any person who has ever seen him, knew
inunediately that he was a gentleman. Any
person who ever spoke to him, knew that
he could be trusted with that person's \'cry
body and souL Any person who ln1ows him
has no better friend. Father Rodman is
modest and yet is respected more than any

figure connected with John Carroll.
Through his untiring efforts, John Carroll has established itself as a famed University. Launching a building fund campaign against odds that could have been surmounted by no other man, he packed the
punch that pushed it to a succe sful finish.
Today no UniYersity in the country can
boast finer physical facilities. J olm Carroll
is now a wonderful institution. And if
someone were to ask you who or what
brought it about you would answer, "\Vhy
Father Rodman, of course."
And you woul-d be justified in that
answer. In the nine years that he has been
with us and our institution he has so extended his "personality" over us that anything but progress during his regime 'vas
impossible. After overcoming all obstacles,
he has reached the summit of success.
But having been temporal master, the
former PFesident of John Carroll University is now temporal sen·ant. For that
is the course of temporal power.
Yet with our limited abilities to judge
those deeper powers called spiritual, we feel
confident in saying that Father Rodman
possesses them to a perfected degree.
Friendship is no temporal thing. Honesty
is no temporal thing. Gentlemanliness is
no temporal thing. Nor is chivalry. • ·or
is sympathy. Being Christlike surely is not.
And Father Rodman is friendly, he is
honest, he is a gentleman. Father Rodman
is chi,-alrous. He is sympathetic. And he
is Christlike.
Carroll men, re erve a niche in your hearts
for the best friend you will ever have. Cache
his friendship there. And if you feel the
need to usc it in a time of stress, do so unhesitatingly.

\Ve know that's what Father

Rodman wants.

THE SPOILS

The Best

of

VICTORY

in

Englis h
By John English
F you want to work up to a good froth at the
mouth read Sanfelice by Vincent Sheean.
Here we have another of those books which
in a negative manner attempts to paint the
Church as the great force of reaction and the protector of the oppressors of the poor. While telling
the story of the establishment of the Republic of
Naples and its immediate do·wnfall, Mr. Sheean
would have us believe that the rebels -accomplished a change in government in the manner
of the modern sit-down striker, without destruction or bloodshed but with calm and quiet. I
like the truth and I cannot see how this event
was so accomplished when the vast majority of
the population hated the rebels and all that was
tinged with French Republicanism. According
to this gentleman the forces of reaction swept
in (led by the church of course) causing a
cataclysm the like of which the world must have
neYer seen before or since.
Mr. Sheean is howev·er one of the really
competent men using the language. The book
holds your interest throughout, rivets it in fact
when he is telling of scenes of mob violence.
The story is not important for it is dominated
by its background and Mr. Sheean finds greater
interest in the characters of history he is recreating than in the plot he should be developing.
Briefly what holds the book together is the
story of one Luisa Sanfelice, a noble woman of
Naples ;who unwittingly (for she neither understands the aims of the revolution or makes any
attempt to aid it) becomes a short-lived symbol
of the short-lived Neapolitan Republic. · The
Sanfelice character is unimportant for it is overshadowed, at least in print, by that progressive
polyandrist Lady H;amilton, her husband and
Kelson. Maria Carolina, the grossly immoral
queen of Naples, appears intermittently as do
several clergymen of varying degrees of virtue.
I honestly found the portions of the book dealing with these century dead love affairs completely boring; and I get indignant about the
whole book when I compare it with the propaganda we are getting from the daily papers about
the Spanish trouble. The method of the attack
on the Church is the same, one of omission of
the facts.

I

R EAD

* • * •

Paths of Glory and you will make
certain . that the war you fight in is a just
one. This is the best piece of anti-war writing I
ha,-e ever come across. Based on true facts, it
tells how a section of the French army has been
falsely accused of cowardice, and how three men
are selected and shot, not as punishment but
merely as an example for their companions.
Humphrey Cobb is a writer I had never come
in contact with before reading this book, and he
is one whom you cannot afford to miss. He
writes in such a realistic style that you have to
actually put the book aside to catch your breath.
He stunned me so completely by his descriptions
of the dead on the battlefields that when I retired I had to pull the covers over my head to
keep imaginary rats from chewing on my lower
lip. Read it by all means and if you can afford to
send copies to Stalin, Hitler and Mussolini, do
so; it might help them to reconsider a few things
for a short while.

* *says* that* the last shall be
THE Good Book
first and so I offer my suggestion for the
book to take first place on your "must" list the
last one to be mentioned in this column. This is
one by Christopher Dawson and is titled
Religion and the Modern State. There has been
a ctying need for a book that would state the
position of the Church and the modern totalitarian states in terms that could easily be understood by those without an intense training in
philosophy or in the historical method. Dawson
offers just what has been needed. He goes in
to the question of whether we can accept either
Fascism or Communism and still remaitl consistent with the Catholic idea of history. The
answer is apparent of course, but his is a new
and reasonable approach to the subject, that of
the scientific historian confronting a historical
problem. If you really arc interested in a question that is of ~treme importance in your religious and material life and wish to know what
an eminent historical scholar believes is the
Church's logical position, then I urge you to read
this book. It is short and yet is impossible reading for one sitting; it is much too thought prQ, oking.

By Thomas K. M. V ictory ' 38

~~~~==~====~
-OHN Y Hamp and his NB C
''
Orchestra will play the Carr o ll
Prom on March 31st." This a nnouncement, boys and girls, is
the signal for dusting off the white tie
and tails (or rushing down-town to buy
that n•ew formal in Halle's window, as
the ca•ie may be) and getting ready for
the finest dance since Beauchamps first
swung his lady in the ¥inuet. The Prom
Comm 'ttee has already insu red the artistic sue ·ess of this annual high-spot on t h e
social calendar: from new distinctive
progra:ms, favors that (for once) are useful as well as highly ornamental, and a
full course dinner, to one of the most
popular dance bands in the country-in all
these, the committee has gone the lim it .
It no\ remains for the students, alumni
and fr ends of John Carroll to see that the
1937 rom takes position No. 1 in the

J

recor

book of memory.
FEW Notes on Johnny Ramp . . .
For the last few years his programs
from t e Rainbow Grill atop Radio City
in New York have been heard nightly
over an NBC network ... Before that, he
played. (among other places) at the Kit
Kat Club in London, the Cocoanut Grove
in Ho lywood, Edgewater Beach Hotel in
Chica , and at Cincinnati's new Netherland
Plaza . . . A program from the Carroll
Prom will be broadcast over a nation wide : ook-up . . . Johnny will be a ccompanied by thirteen artists, with the

A

additi m of the easy-to-look-at Millicent
Hope, who sings all the newest ditties as
you li ,:e to ~ear t~em . .. a n d the _Prom
Com ittee e,kpects to 1ave a p r ogram oi'~-,..
Ham s victrola recordings in the Carroll

Cafe ometime next week.

T ~ uld set a new high for hilarity and food fel·

St. Pat's Day Parade next Wednesday

lowship, when the Carroll Harps get together
with tl~e Ancient Order of Hibernians. We
suspect that a few toasts will be offered in
honor of the land of the Shamrock. Incidentally,
the ba 1quet and dance arranged by the Hibernians f:>r topping off the evening will draw most
of its >atronage from ]. C. .. . Several of the
lads h· ve been asking the purpose of that Sunday Ni e Date Club organized by Ursuline seniors. ri.Ve wouldn't know, boys ... Tough
break: Last week Bill Leppig's name was drawn
at Bani Nite to the tune of a couple of "C" notes.
No, Bi: 1 wasn't there . .. Bob Thompson is still
looking[ for a prom date after un uccessfully
popping the question to Alice Fitzgerald and
Joan O'Neill ... Guess what Beanie Marquard
was d 1ing when he cut his finger at the Phi
Delta Rho dance ... Ed Willard and Ted
Lemp es agree that AI vVeiler ranks at the top
as a B ind Date Agent. Or do they agree? .. .
Among· those you can count on seeing as hostesses t the Prom, in addition to Queen Rosemary , olden, are Dorothy McNamara, Ann
Fradet1le, Gerry Gordon, Jane McNamara,
Marge Heutsche, and Hazel Leslie ... After
four ye:ars, Ebby Walsh and Evelyn White are
still romancing .. . Bill Brennan dated Rody
Malloy last week, but Bill McNally doesn't
look w:>rried ... John Drain has been working
out tw ce a week at the Y.M.C.A., with thoughts
of the oming track season ... \Vhy can't we
have a ew good blizzards like those of last year
which several times forced the profs from the
west sJide to disremember that they taugh t at
Carroll? . . . Which reminds me that Father
Chamberlain's beleaguered class in Contemporary History is considering a sit-down strike
(and n()t in the history room).
L AST week's Commerce Club initiation found
1v essrs. Corbett, O'Connor and Callahan a little the worse for wear. Where? ... Ed Arsenault
wants larger quarters so he can J,ave room fo r
pictur of all his current heart-throbs ... vVho
are the stooges at the dormitory who have
turned "Tooti-Footi" and are wearing red ties
now? , .. Chuck Heaton still treks to Notre
Dame [or dates with Jennie-Belle Campbell, but
(Co11timtcd 01~ Page 8)
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Man of Action

Midnight: Medii:ai:ions
on
Pseudology

Based on Coincidence
Upon a coincidental basis has been
built up the entire structure of Astrology.
Ages ago the Greeks, in their polytheism,
att1 ibntcd human qudities to
their gods but also named the stars after
them, thus establishing a fantastic bond
between our fates and their planets. Because a human has been born during the
period in which the planet Jupiter occupied a certain position, he must be of a
jovial disposition; but if our mortal has
been unfortunate enough to choose the
hour for his birth at which Saturn predominates, his temperament will be one
of melancholy.
The strangest _of astrological fProducts, however, is the zodiacal man, combining anatomy with the constellations
up(>n the imaginative perception of animal
and human forms in the grouping of certain stars. From the Ram (Aries), whose
prominent horns signify the head, to the
Fish (Pisces), symbolizing the soles of
the feet, a weak analogy of relationship
has been constructed. Indicating the
heart, the Lion (Leo) has the power of
granting to its children kingly qualities of strength and domination. Proposed
as examples are the August-born Henry
Ford, Herbert Hoover, and Benito Mussolini, with no mention of the thousanJs
of tramps and truck-drivers, socialites

By Joseph J. Stepanik, '39

and stenographers, and even unemployed,
who are endowed with similar traits.
George Washington and Abraham Lincoln were forced to struggle through life
without such a magic sign upon themselves, a fact to which may be attributed
their utter lack of distinction.

NLIMITED smoking and drinking no
longer should be considered serious evils
or the degrading habits that they have
been." Thus the modern and pseudo-fashionable woman (not the lady) interprets her stand
and defense for what she once considered the great
and deplorable vices of the males.

Physiognomy Persists
Belief and interest in Alchemy which
persisted through medieval times has
been almost entirely dispelled by the
findings of Chemistry. However, there
persists, as a survival of the ancients,
another widely accepted psuedologyPhysiognomy. The fact that some relation may be found between the "dispositions" of the mind and the "lineaments"
of the body has led many to preach and
practice doctrines far removed from conclusioqs based on scientific investigation.
By systematizing superstition and folklore, the devotees of character-reading
have been greatly aided.
Akin to these are the phrenologists
who, by tracing the development of certain portions of the human skull, believe
themselves able, by means of these indications, to ascertain the development of
the brain underneath. Thus must the
poet and the musician, in fact everyone
of unusual ability, exhibit a corresponding cranial prominence. Casts and charts
have been constructed to show the location of such centers. With the use of an
apparatus called a psychograph, registering by electricity its findings, individual
differences may be examined.

Now, however, with the impishness of nincompoops
these very women, even their daughters, are striding and
sprawling about with the same kind of fags conspicuously
planted in their own already puckered mouths. Surely their
action cannot be unbecoming; it is rather fashionable as
their own inane inaptitudes in this regard would ~ost
have you believe.
EGARDING this matter of the modernism and fashionable smartness of women's smoking, one needs
only to recall old historical references. Then one concludes
that the supposedly modern women are taking a backward
step from civilization to barbarism. Or on the other hand
one might class the squaws of the old Indian tribes and
those 'masculinized' Russian women of Petrograd (now
Leningrad) as ultra modern in their culture. Considering,
then, the hankerings of some present-day women for cosmetic paints and disguises for their faces, for scanty attire
and for smoking tobacco, one might almost assume that
some Indians of the female species have still managed to
remain aloof of their western reservations, insisting on living among civilized whites and scalping their men.

R

Rev. Benedict J. Rodman, S. J.

Builder of Carroll
Lays Aside Duties
Of President

Flexible Analogies
Combining fortune-telling and cl1aracter-reading is Palmistry. By assigning
meanings to the fingers and creases of
the hand, the way is left open for arbitrary interpretations in any plausible
manner. Such analogies are delightfully
flexible. These characteristics, inherited
from our remote ancestors and often conditioned by our own environment, are
given us as true indications of the future.
Credited to Pythagoras, the superstitions of Numerology have come through
the ages, in one form or another, unharmed. The mystic worth of certain
numbers or their combinations is well
represented in folk-lore. The old practice
of using the number-value of letters has
been revived and is applied to the baptismal names of individuals. This process enables the numerologist to determine the talents and qualities with which
each person is endowed.
The loose generalizations of the psuedologist, designed to fit any number of
cases through presentation in a highsounding manner, take root in the minds
of the unwary or of those who want to
believe in such promising solutions to
their problems. The offering of an answer to those truly perplexed may, in
most cases, safely be changed to fraud
rather than to folly. Reflecting upon such
superstition and inconsequence cannot but
prevent the sensible from entertaining
e\•en a suspicion that tl1cre may be something in these doctrines after all. Let's
be sensible.

0

FOR the last nine years Father Rodman has
acted in the capacity of President of the institution and endeared him elf to all the students by
his unassuming manner, his cheery smile of greeting and his keen fatherly interest in all the problems of the school fellows.

B

Attend Mass Properly ·

field Aat on their backs, or huddled
around newspapers, and the infield dozing on the sward with the ba es for pillows. Thus it is expected that the congregation is to play ball with the priest
and the best way, as has been said is by
picking up the missal and following
through with the same prayers that he
says.
We all know that the Mass is the last
supper. It is the reacting of the- events
of Mount Calvary. It is the receiving
of Christ. A more personal outlook on
the Mass might be that time or occasion
in which we tell Christ our trouble, our
perplexities, and our problems, and He
in turn helps us with these troubles, perplexities and problems. From this an intimate connection between Christ and
ourselves is formed. Accordingly, it is
logical to suppose that one who does not
follow the Mass will not receive this intimate loveship. But we may receive it if
we follow the Mass and the best way in
which to follow the :\Iass is to use the
Missal.

W

ITH strange conceit and grace the girls with the
'torch lights' dangling from their lips "show off"
before thir escorts and pals. They usually manage to keep
both ends of the cigarette ablaze, too-the one with a fiery
glow, the other with dangerously red lipstick. Often the
former beauty and whiteness of their fingers gives way to
the sickly yellow stain of tobacco and nicotine. These yellow fingers when 'tipped' with a blazing red nail polish
sometimes make one wonder whether the owner isn't an
enthusiastic and patriotic Communist, sporting the colors
of the Russian Socialistic flag.

N February twenty - eighth the Rev.
HE more habitually inclined girls must even forego
Benedict J- Rodman, S.J., 'vas sucelements of former attractiven_!lss al!_d chi\rm for
ceeded as president of John Carroll Uni- the vice. Mannish haircuts become not only a vogue
versity by the Rev. William 11. Magee, but rather a protective measure for some girls. These
haircuts are precautions against frequently singed foreS.J., former president of 11arquette University.

U1' there was another side to Father Rodman's administration, lacking which, we students might still be going to school on the \Vest
Side. When Father Rodman was appointed rector
of John Carroll in 1928 it was his duty to preside
over an outmoded, crowded building nearly fifty
years old sen·ing as best it could the needs of
high school and college. Father Rodman set himself the task of building a new John Car !"till, a real
university, the adYantages of which students
might enjoy and alumni be proud to point out.
This task he began early in 1929. From the very
outset this rector had difficulties to overcomedifficulties which would have discouraged and defeated ordinary men, but which never once made
Oftentimes, we hear one student com- game we would not expect to see the out- him falter or change his course.

plaining to another that the Mass is boring. An answer to this complaint can
best be given by means of a comparison
It is not difficult to see that a baseball
game is enjoyed because we are actively
engaged in that ball game. We cheer and
jeer and encourage our team. Likewise
a moving picture show is enjoyed because
we have been playing the parts in that
show. But is our conduct regarding the
Mass similarly active? If it is, then from
the participation in that Mass we receive
real enjoyment. If it is not, then indeed
it is boring.
One can best participate in the Mass by
the use of the Missal. (The Missal is a
small edition of the Missal of the priest
by which one follows the same prayers
as the priest from day to day).
Carrying out the analogy of the ball
game we see that the congregation at
Mass is as important to t.l1e priest as the
infield and outfield to the pitcher because
the priest always prays in the plural, thus
presuming on cooperation. At a ball

Feminine
Smokest:acks

'' u

By Thomas E. Heffernan
Presenting the most attractive of doctrines with absolutely no foundation in
fact are all those cults and creeds that
may be commonly labeled pseudology.
Despite their shameful origins-they are
the illegitimate offspring of true science,
and disowned by it-these strange systems are allowed to mingle in all classes
of society, the best as well as the' worst.
The paradox of so many otherwise intelligent people who regularly accept
scientific authority being influenced in
their personal affairs by psuedology in its
divers forms is indeed remarkable. Expression is given to these principally in
the fields of fortune-telling and character-reading.
From the planetariums of the astronomer we descend to the horoscope of the
astrologer, The ancient but not time
honored program of astrology, by changing the stars into foretellers of human
fate, makes our universe essentially egocentric. From that far distant past when
the astrologer was the only oracle, universally consulted as to the propitious
time for the planting of crops, the sending forth of military expeditions, in fact,
for every undertaking of the slightest
importance, until the supposedly better informed present, this profes$ion has continued to flourish.
In our world of today, we find the
same rubbish more widely spread and applied. Circulated through the daily newspapers and the weekly and monthly
magazines, over the air wa,•es and the
store counters everywhere are tlie incongruities of Astrology. No problem is
so sacred or so profane that it cannot be
solved by these pretenders with their farseeing powers-if the fee be suitable.
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locks of hair which would present a wild and barbarous
appearance. Burns and singed locks are inevitable results of silly gestures and graceful pretenses occasioned
while the lassies grope about in their own smokescreen.
HEN "lighting up'' many girls offer no small
amount of entertainment to the observer.
One
group Of girls, commonly seen at gatherings of the younger
set, is the statuesque. Not to be outdone by anyone else
about her, the girl lights her cigarette with flaunting airs
and she perks up as erect as a club in a public riot.
Another is the devilish prig-type girl. This sly one is
usually the slouching and lounging smoker who, like a
hobo in a boxcar, is constantly aware of the presence
of someone-a parent, superior or good friend-who
might see her. She fears apprehension by those people
because she might reveal her hypocricy to them.

W

P

ERHAPS, a concentrated spittoon movement might
result from this folly of the women. Men are going to
begin bringing back the old brass cuspidors for the smoke·
belching females. The ash trays for women smokers are
either too tricky or too artistic for proper use. So the woman
who smokes is more generally seen to prefer the floors,
rugs, flower stands or other convenient receptacles or
places-so long as the ash trays aren't soiled or tarnished.
Scorched things, such as floor~, clothing and automobile
upholstery are only considered as minor damages. Since
they consider these things so these women do the damusHING, directing, planning, consulting, al- age and expect that someone else will pay the repair bill.

ways and foreyer " ·orking tirelessly, Father
Rodman at last had his dream realized as the buildings forming the new John Carroll took shape and
finally in the fall of 1935 were actually occupied.
But this task was far from finished. Recalcitrant
pledges, the need for more money to finish the faculty building and many other considerations and
necessary improvements kept him at his two-fold
position-that of heading a growing university
and obtaining the finances to help it grow.
F ATHER Rodman's replacement as president
does not mean that he js to become immediately
disassociated from the school. He is staying on to
help out still further in obtaining financial aid for
the uniYcrsity and will also act in an advisory capacity ·while he remains. His stay, however, is
indefinite.

OST of the credit for the smartness and fashionable
idea of feminine smoking goes to the tobacco magnates who are so easily bluffing the style-craving mentally
unbalanced women. American lassies are still fashionably
smart "suckers" for the cigarette ads.

M

HESE observations resolve themselves to the following, a smokescreen of asinine beliefs and defenses
adopted by many feminine smokestacks. They assume that
they would commit a social blunder by not smoking. They
think that in smoking they achieve greater mental independence and freedom. They believe that the traditional canons
of good taste are outmoded. They condone using smokescreens to obscure deteriorating or absent charm instead
of restoring it. They deceive themselves into trying to form
real, true and lasting friendships while they conceitfully
veil themselves in the dull haze of cheap vice. To illustrate
their usual handicaps of a noticeable lack of intelligence,
good taste and genuine common sense appears to be their
general motive for the continued indulgence in a most unbecoming pastime.
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SWAN SONG
FOR SENIORS

Gene Wolanski, the dominating
figure in Carroll sports for the last

•

three years finished his basketball
career in a blaze of glory by leading
the cagers to surprise victories over
Baldwin-Wallace and Detroit.

It

was a brilliant windup for the man
who

The foul shooting contest announced in the last publication
has been postponed for two weeks
in order that it may be run off
in conjunction with the finals of
the intramural basketball tournament. The entry deadline has
been extended to March 19, at
which time all entries must l:>e
in. A suitable award will be
selected by the intramural
committee and given to thP.
winner, at the same time when
the intramural cage champs !:eceive their medals. Start practieing now and get your eye
in shape!

Team to Run
In Hall Meet
Nine Quarler-Milers Try Out
For C. A. C. Big Four Event With
Time Trials This Week; Red
Cats Are Anchored by Kelker

will go down in Carroll athletic

history as one of the brightest stars
to ever grace the Streak horizon.
For three years he has also been
an outstanding end in the Big Four,
playing against uch opposition as
Doc Kelker, Ward Powell and Bill
Davidson. Carroll will sorely miss this
athlete who has made almost every allBig Four cage and grid team since his
sophomore football debut. Diminutive
Bobbie Thompson, a Latin contribution
to Carroll athletics, also rose to new
heights in his court finale. After watching him perform for three years in both
football and basketball, there will be
something lacking without Bob in uniform. Glenn Garrett and Dave \Vilson,
students as well as athletes will also
be absent next year. Glenn, one of the
most likeable members of the senior class
is a three letterman in basketball.

The cagers came back from their
recent trip to Chicago and Detroit
with the feeling that they would defeat the Titans in the return encounter. It seemed peculiar that the
boys would feel so confident after a
45-28 spanking but they apparently
knew what they were talking about.
Detroit undoubtedly came here overconfident after that easy victory in
the first game. Before the last contest the Titans figured Carroll as
one of their strongest opponents and
went into the game feeling that they
were underdogs. The Varsity News ,
University of Detroit newspaper,
said, "Detroit will probably have
great trouble with the unknown and
strong John Carroll University team
from Cleveland. The Blue Streaks
will bring with them an imposing
record. A second place in the Big
Four league and a two point loss to
Toledo University, the only Detroit
conqueror.
A 50-43 victory over
Wooster, leader of the Ohio Conference was another accomplishment."
Viewing our early season record in
this light it is no wonder that Detroit felt that they were on the short
end of the odds. Maybe it would
have been better for them if they
retained that feeling last Friday
night.
We have sometimes felt that
we are short of athletic material at Carroll, but ours has
been nothing to the shortage
which exists at Detroit University. Those who attended the
Detroit game undoubtedly noticed the smallness of their cage
squad. The squad during the
majority of the basketball season numbered but seven men
and when Ed Lukaszewicz, regular guard was stricken with appendicitis, the squad was reduced to a half a dozen. The
situation became so bad Coach
Brazil was forced to issue a midseason call for candidates but
apparently was not very successful. Detroit should be congratulated on the quality of
their cagers, when they had such
a small variety of selection.
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Foul Shooting

The Blue Streaks will make their

By Chuck Heaton
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Blue Streaks D•efeat Detroit,
B. W. In Basket~ball Finals
Carl"oll Cagers End Surprising1Season With Two
Impressive Victories; Wolans i, Thompson, Garrett
Play Great Ball in Finale Under the Blue and Gold
.
By Ed McCarthy
True to their unpredictable form the Blue Streaks cagers capped the
climax once more by fitting a more than satisfactory ending to a highly
unsuccessful season. In brief Wolanski, Garrett, Thompson, Wilson
& Co. went out and wound up the season and their respective careers

D

·

first venture into track competition
in proper form by licking a classy 01L1t of town contingent from etr~1t,
on March 20 when a mile relay
and doing a successful job of fron running before the sharpshootmg
team will be entered in the C.A.C.
pursuit of the Yellow Jackets from Baldwin Wallace.
Meet at the Public Auditorium. ~==============~-------! The Detroit encouz. er was featured by defensive play on the
Although this meet is essentially
part of the entire sq ad and an exhibition of good shooting by
Wolanski Thompson and Dromo, who garnered eleven, twelve,
high school competition one of the
· ' S ScOnng
.
and nine points respectively, while holdtng D etr01t
features of the program is this Big
threats, Kolibar, Leach, and Lasky to twenty-two pbint! beFour event. Since the inauguration -======================-:.! tween the three of them. Passing with more accuracy than
of this event on the C.A.C. proat any other time this season the Streaks flashed a hitherto
gram, teams have been entered from
undisplayed attack that kept the Detroiters on their heels while
Thompson shone bem~th the basket and Dromo ,and Wolanski
Reserve, Baldwin - \Vallace and
countered from the field. Glenn Garrett flashed some of the
Case.
aggressive form that, was to mark his work the following
The Carroll team will be chosen
evening, and netted i points.
from the nine candidates who have
The game was pia~ ed under Western Conference Rules and
hown some ability at the 440 run.
gave the audience a aste of basketball as it is played in the
Big Ten. These rule!" permit a coach to give his team a needed
rest without having a time out charged against them by making
George Ballish, Bob O'Brien, Frank
O'Hare, Alex Muntean, Francis Rollie,
a change in the line ~p. This makes for short periods of sus::\Ionroe Salvant, AI Weiler, Dave Wilson
tained brilliant play and removes the lag in action that is
and Bob Wiswasser. At the present time
likely to set in duri g the closing minutes o£ play. Big Ten
Ballish, Rollie, Salvant, Weiler, and Wisrules also permit the employment of direct blocks by players
wasser appear to have the inside track.
other than the ball handler, and give a good ahot a chance
H owever no accurate estimation of their
to shoot from a screehed position. This blocking usually ttlakes
individual ability can be made as yet
for a slightly rougher game than usual. This was illustrated
for they have not had a chance to perin Friday night's gam when John Dromo of Carroll was forced
form in competition or on a track.
to leave the game b~ a leg injury that kept him out of the
Track Team
B. W. game also.
etroit also suffered, their star colored
Practices
forward Bleach recei ing a ood head irtjury. Although Bleach
stayed in the game his effectiveness was considerably impaired.
The majority of time so far has been
spent in conditioning, running a mile or
On Saturday nig .t determined to make their last game
so a day outside to get the wind in shape
under Carroll's colo~·s an undisputed success they went out
and then spending some time at practicing
and tied B. W. for third place in the Big Four race. The
starts in the lower hall. There is a long
~treaks sank the opening bucket but Schoen threw in seven
stretch down there where starts and
points in short order and Davidson added a bucket to give the
sprinting can be practiced. In the trials
visitors an edge of 9 to 2. From that point on the Streaks
to date Wiswasser, Salvant, and Ballish
played inspired basketball, taking advantage of every opportuhave shown special aptitude for getting
nity to score and lit~.ra1ly playing the Bereans off thei r feet
underway in a hurry. According to
tying the game up at 11 all, and again at 17 all, finally forgin~
previous records Francis Rollie is the
ahead I?, to 17 a!_half_~Qn..il...JJ;II&,IIJ:.-:--...,_1111
fastest quarter miler in the school, boastThompson that swished in as the horn
ing a .51 run. Nothing can be estimated
~·
sounded the end of the period.
as to Dave Wilson's ability as yet for
Going into the second period Carroll
he has been occupied with basketball
forged slightly ahead and although the
ID
B. w. contingent, led by Schoen strove
until last weekend.
Reserve will probably have the fastest
mightily tot OIVertake them, brillian
team in the meet judging them on paper.
Since the last issue of the paper the shooting by Thompson and Wolanski
They will be anchored by Doc Kelker, Lose Finale in Close Game
tournament has well advanced to the enabled them to stay in front in a nip
whose track ability equals the quality of
playoffs for the championship. Final and tuck race against time. Several of
· h"1p wt"II
his play on the grid-iron and the basket- With May .Co. of Cleveland "A",· games t o dect·de th e ch amptons
ball floor. Little is known as yet about Defeat Case Frosh, St. Joseph
be played just prior to the holithe strength of the Jackets and Scientists,
day session.
Big Four Standings
Because the teams in the B1ue League
but they can be expected to turn up with tThe Carroll Frosh basketball team lost
(Final )
better than average teams. Coach Oberst their final game of the season last Friday have had the option of playing games
w. L. P et.
hopes to have procured a track to prac- night to a strong May Company, Class during the noon hour in February, the
Case ................ ·-··· 5
1
833
tice on by the early part of next week A outfit, in a preliminary to the Carroll- Gold League will be favored with this
Reserve ................ 3
3
500
and at that time the trials to determine Detroit contest, by the close count of 30- optional choice during the noon hour in
Carr oll .................. 2
4
333
the membership of the team will be 28. It was the only setback suffered by March. In this manner teams of the Gold
B.
W
.
....................
2
4
333
started.
the team this year, having won four League that are scheduled to play evening games may play these games during
As far as the regular track team is games previously.
concerned no definite program has yet Frosh
the periods free from class.
Carroll's scores were made by capitalizBlue Streaks
been arranged, but a team will be en- Rally
ing on B. W. mistakes in the form of
tered in the Big Four meet. From the
Trailing at the intermission by the Still Win
bad passes. Garret's work in recovering
records of the men who have signed up score of 22·5 the freshmen came to life
The Blue Streaks have continued in the ball from B. W.'s backboard and the
for track, Gene Oberst feels that he has in the final chapter with a surprising dis- their winning streak with three victories steller work of Dan Mormile and Bill
some sure point getters.
play of form to ring up twenty-three in as many games. They took over the Thomas in setting up tl1e plays and
An amateur tean1 entitled the MacDon- points while holding their opponents to Kuz Klub, 28-9, and on the following day blocking for their sharpshooting comold Athletic Club has 'COntacted Mr. eight. Led by big "Slim" Rudich and Blll tl1e 2nd Dorm by the score of 34-28. The rades will not soon be forgotten. Thomas
Oberst with hopes of arranging a dual Young witl1 the aid of Jack Spallino drop- 1st Dorm was unable to keep apace with effectively worked the guard around play
meet. This club is composed of ex-high ping the ball in from the foul line, the the powerful Blue Streaks and lost 34-42. to hang up two buckets, and Mormile
school and college stars and should fur- frosh slowly cut down the big lead of The Quins were victorious also in three opened up the enemy defense by sinking
nish real opposition. Although nothing their opponents. With two minutes of game~, having defeated the 2nd Dorm, three goals from mid-floor.
definite has been done as yet this meet play remaining and the score 23-28 43-35, the Research Men, 34-30, and an11
would give a line on the ability of the against them, two free tOsses by Spallino nexed a forfeit from the Kuz Klub. The
Streak cinder pounders.
and a field goal by Young brought the Roaring Thirds of the 4th Dorm played
tte
freshmen up to within one point of a tie a close game with the Whirlwinds, win1
BIG FOUR
score. At that time Petras who played a ning 39-37.
Li============--=;;;;.1
CAGE TEAM
brilliant game for the May's swished the
A surprising number of forfeit games
The Carroll sport light shines upon a
net from the side of the basket to pull were called this last period. The 4th little but mighty man this week. The
This seems to be the customary time his team out of danger. The final gun Dorm benefited by the fai lure of the gentleman concerned is Robert "Snoble"
to pick an All-Big Four tean1 so here sounded a half minute later after Spallino Stooges to present their team on the Thompson. Bob is well known to all of
goes, selecting the five best players ac- had made his fifth foul shot of the game. floor, while the 1st Dorm was given the us as an outstanding football and basketcording to ability and not position. At
Rudich and Young were high scorers decision over the Band Entry. The Quins · ball player. The credit for the victories
center I would place big Ed Walters, for Carroll with six points each. Petras included one of their three victories in over Detroit U. and Baldwin Wallace
Case star and third high scorer in the and Bobinisky led the scoring for the this manner from the Quins, as did the must be given, to a large extent, to Bob
Conference. ·walters is tall enough to May Company team with eleven and Research Men from the Trojans.
Thompson. His inspired play led a down
trodden team to great heights.
get the jump and shines on defense and seven ?oints respectively.
Thompson's high school days were
During the previous week-end the team of the squad getting into the game.
offense. At the forwards would be dusky
Doc Kelker and Gene Wolanski. The annexed their third and fourth straight Young and Haney led the scoring for the spent in winning positions on the Catheformer is a great shot from any angle victories when they defeated the St. frosh while Gene Walters, brother of Ed, dral Latin's winning football and basketball teams. Six monograms were acbut is a little weak defensively. Gene gets ] oseph Industrial league team and the did most of the Case scoring.
May Co.-Jo
Carroll Frosh-28
He
the ball off the backboard consistently, Case Frosh on successive nights. The
G.F. T.
G.F.T. cummulated during these times.
guards his man well, and is a good shot. score of the St. Joseph game was 32-19, Klein, U..... _. o o o Spallino, IL.. o 5 5 played quarter back on two city title
rf .... 3 0 6
Haney, rf ...... 2 0 4 teams.
One of the guard spots goes wilhout the freshmen leading all the way after pi!- Zorman,
Adomites, c .... 0 0 0
Rudich, e .... _. 3 0 6
Bob's biggest moments in collegiate
question to lanky Bob Rudes, the out- ing up twenty-two points in the first Petras, !g ...... s 1 11 T elzerow, lg.. o I I
standing Yellow Jacket player. At the half. In the Case game, which officially Bofins~. rg .. 3 1 7 MeGorry, rg 0 1 1 competition were spent in scoring one of
Echert, c........ 3 0 6
Young, e .. ·-··· 3 0 6 C
II'
. .
·
remaining guard position is Paul Bate of is no contest. because of 0 hio Con f erence Duffy, If... .. _. o o o Sutton, c...... o 1 1 arro s wmmng touchdowns agamst
1
2
0
IL .....
Miami and in dashing 40 yilrds to score:
Reserve, not a spectacular player, but a rules, the team coasted to an easy vic- Orzech, rf ...... 0 O O Hunt,
Murray, If.... 1 0 2
Ca
steady defense man and a good IQng shot. tory by the score of 39-17, every mem ber
Heffernan, r& o o o on
se.
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Grid Practice
Starts Today;
Sked Completed
Tom Conley Hopes to Hold
First Spring Practice Today;
Streaks Have Wealth of Backs;
Play Oliver and St. Benedicts
Determined to break the jinx
that has exercised an unwelcome
hold on Carroll's athletic fortunes
in the past few years the athletic
mentors of the Blue Streaks are beginning their 1937 campaign today.
In the belief that the early bird usually gets something for getting up
early Coach Conley is jumping the
gun on Mother Nature and beginning spring practice eleven days before Spring is officially here. This
will not only permit a slightly longer
period of training than in former years,

1937 Football Schedule
*October 2nd-Wooster.
*October 8th-Baldwin-Wallace.
*October 15th-Dayton.
October 23rd-Case.
October 30th-Akron.
*November 6th-Olivet.
November 13th-St. Benedicts
of Kansas (tentative).
*November 20th- Western Reserve.
*Home games.
·but will also allow the vernal session
to be completed by the end of April.
Thus the gridiron greats will have the
entire month of May in which to study
for the final examinations.
This year Carroll footballers will enjoy shorter practice periods than last
ear because the work of instruction
among t&ree coaches
instead of two. This beneficial change
was effected thru the addition of Frank
Gaul to the staff as backfield coach.

Senior Members of Cage Team
End Careers In Fitting Manner
point S{:Orer, a strong defense man and in
general a fine ball player.
Glenn Garrett, a regular since his
sophomore year, closes an athletic career
on the basketball floor that stamps him
as a fine player and a real sportsman.
Glenn played the game because he loved
it and there were many trying moments,
when remarks were made in reference
to Carroll's ability in the athletic lines,
Thompson and Dave Wilson are the that must have cut into the heart of
graduating members of the cage squad.
this true sportsman.
Gene Wolanski, the captain of the
Three-Letter
team during the last three years, leaves
behind . him a record that in unrivated Winner
Bob Thompson, as fine an all-round
in the school history. Gene lead the way
in every respect, he was a consistent athletic as you will find anywhere, ends
his college as he started it, that is with
a definite desire to win and then going
This system of divided instruction will out and winning. Bob's ability showed
also enable the coaches to give the itself in high school, when as a very
candidates more individual attention.
small lad he earned three letters in
The turnout of candidates for this basketball as well as football. Since comyear's team is the largest in recent years, ing to Carroll, Bob has done the wonderManager Carl De Franco reporting ap- ful again, in others words, he has earned
plications for equipment by more than three letters in football and in basketsixty candidates. The material is pretty ball.
evenly distributed. There are at least
four candidates for each position, the Short
largest number of applicatipns being for Career
Dave Wilson did not play three years
halfback posts, fifteen men striving for
of varsity ball and therefore does not
the two positions.
The completed 1937 football schedule boast of a long career at Carroll. Howwas announced by Tom Conley. It is an ever in his senior year he has played
eight game schedule with five of the a important part in the revival of the
games being played at home. AJllOng the old Carroll spirit. Dave's play this year
new teams on the sked are Wooster, has been marked with the coolness of a
Olivet, and St. Benedicts of Kansas. veteran and has had a steading effect on
The Scots will be met at the Stadium in the team's play.
the season's opener and ·will undoubtedly proove as tough an opponent as
Managers
Kent last year.
Olivet coached by Marshall Oliphant,
Athletic Director Tom Conformer Ohio State star will come here on
ley has announced the manageNovember 6, with a comparitively unrial appointments for next
known team. The following Saturday the
season.
Carl DeFranco has
gridders will travel to Chicago to meet
been appointed manager in
St. Benedicts in an indoor game. This
chief and Senior football manshould be a tough game for the Streaks
ager. Ed McCarthy will be
as the Saints were undefeated last year.
Senior basketball m a n age r.
This school which is located in Natchez,
Frank Devlin and William MaKansas was coached by Moon Mullins,
honey are the junior assistants
who has moved to Loyola at New Orleans
and the sophomore assistants
this year. Their new coaches are two
are Dempsey, Schlect, Galformer Notre Dame gridders, Marty
lagher, and Otto.
Peters and Don Elser.

The 1936-37 basketball season,
besides being notable because of the
fine play of the cagers, will be remembered for years to come in
connection with the loss of some of
the finest basketball players ever to
represent John Carroll.
Gene
Wolanski, Glenn Garrett, Bob

I ENJCYED YOUR
ARTICLE ON'CURIOUS
PIPES OF ALL
PROFESSOR

!HANKS,
:JUDGE. I
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OPINION

THE SPECIAL rRINC£ ALSEltT YrroCESS 15RING5 OUT THE
RICH, MELLOW FLAVOR OF f.A. TOSACCOS. "SEING 'CXIMP cui IT
SMOKU COOL. AND THE Y.A. 'NO.BITE' rROCESS JCIMOVES ALL
HA~SHNESS. THEitE~ 'PICINCELY SMOKING- WITH l'JtiNCE ALBEU
••• ITS THE L.AR6f$T·SELLING SMOKING T08ACCO IN TH£ WortLt'

PRINCE ALBERT MONEY-BACK GUARANTEE
Smoke ~0 fra'!"'nt pipeful• of Prince Albert. If you don't find it the mellow•
eat, taetieat pspe tobacco you eYer 1rnoked, return the pocket tin with the
reat o_f the tobaeeo in it to ua at any time within a month from thia date, and
we will refund fo..U purchue price, plu. po•tave.

50

pipefuls of fragrant
tobacco in every 2-oz.
ltin of Prince Albert
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The Big Four basketball season
has come to a close . . . and with a
bang! ! . . . Our own Carroll team
showed its real ability in the last
two games .. . And not to be a"I
told you so" sort, I won't mention
the calling of Reserve's upset win
over Case . . . After seeing the overconfident, self-satisfied Case team
taunt the Carroll outfit, I was sure
that a fighting, ball hawking team
could take Case . . . The B. W .Carroll game boosted the stock of
Norm Schoen to the point where he
may replace Bob Rudes on the All
Big Four . . . The season seemed to
bring with it a new low in official
efficiency . . . The Chicago Loyola
team that defeated Carroll was a big
team with all of the earmarks of a
great team .. . An All-Opponent
team will hit the News in the next
edition, with the Carroll varsity
choosing the players . . . Congratulations are in order to Tom Conley,
who has turned out a good team and
has established himself in the hearts
of Carroll students as a real man as
well as a fine coach. He is the type
of person who is always busy but
?ever to? ~u~y to have an interest
~n the md1v1dual student . . . J'he
mtermural sked moves on and the

winners of the fi rst half in their
respective leagues are the Whirlwinds and the Blue Streaks . . . The
way the Blue Streaks went through
their league has brought out the demand to change their name to the
Grim Reapers . . . The ReserveCarroll football players basketball
game was "given" to Reserve by a
one point advantage. The six men
of Reserve played the Carroll five.
The sixth man being a student ref
who called them right for the Cats.
· . . The Carroll players were Swede
Arbeznik, Fink McNally, Ivan Garapic, Shiney Lyons, Jim Foti and Ed
Baloga . . . Bob Thompson, who has
been the sparkplug for the erratic
Streaks in the last two games. has a
brother playing on the Holy Name
cage team . .. Speaking of Holy
Name. I believe that they will shake
the old jinx and get by the Akron
hurdle but I fear for their chances
against the Columbus competition.
. . . Can you imagine Pat Malia having a fine putter's touch and hitting
the low 90's? . . . or " Tiger" Quinlan, a dash man as he was in high
school? . .. or Fran Marquard a
shining light on a St. Ignatius High
line? .. . Gene Morris, while at
West High was a dash man . ..

I

SPRING
SUITS
In Sports·
and Business St:yles
Smart Worsteds in
New Stripes,
Checks, Plaids,
Plain Weaves

Men realize that these old low
pr~ces CAN'T LAST MUCH
LONGER. So they're losing
no time in getting a complete
spring wardrobe -while these
grand buys are still to be made.
You'll have nothing but admiration for these suits - their
smart style and fit, their attractive spring patterns and colors.
The important thing is to buy
yours-the sooner the better !
We can give you these remarkable values only as long as this
early purchase of suits lasts .

Ext:ra Trousers
at: 6.50
Second Floor

THE MAY COMPANY
WE GIVE AND REDEEM EAGLE STAMPS
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Debate Teams
Meet Visiting
Orators
Prepare for Forensic
Encounters With Many
Universities
With three of its members now at
home after surviving their western tour
without suffering a defeat~ the Oratorical
Society of John Carroll is now prepared
to present its most powerful array in
facing the varsity team from visiting universities. Members of the team which returned with a perfect record a re : Joseph
Sulli\·an, Clayton Lange and William
McMahon.

Compete in
Five Debates
During the past two weeks the Carroll
orators have participated in five debates.
James Osborne and Carl DeFranco, undergraduate members of the organization,
met Ashland College in a non-decision
debate at Carroll to begin the intensive
home campaign two weeks ago. Thomas
Osborne and Richard Leusch defeated
the visiting Washington and Lee debaters in a contest at St. J oseph's Academy a week ago Thursday. Mr. George
P. Ulcigan, prominent member of the
Democratic organization of Cuyahoga
County, gave what the Rev. Charles M.
Ryan called the best critical decision in
Carroll debate history. Joseph Sullivan
and Thomas Victory entertained a visiting team fr om Marietta College in a nondecision contest before a student convocation at Sac1·ed Heart Academy in Windemere. Lange and McMahon upheld the
affirmative case against Sullivan and
Leusch in an exhibition debate before the
':~n:land Council of the Kni ghts of Coumbus. James and Thomas Osborne and
Carl DeFranco debated against St. Xavier
University before an audience of Ursuline
sisters at Ursuline Academy last Saturday evening.
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the spoils of victory. • •

Carroll Invited
To Great Lakes
Exposition
J ohn Carroll Univer sity was invited
to observe a special day to be designated
in its honor at the new 1937 Great La ires
Exposition in Cleveland, May 29 to September 6.
In a letter of invitation addressed to
Rev. Benedict J. Rodman, S.]., by Elwood T. Bailey, director of Exposition
activities, educational advantages of the
lakefront E xposition in Cleveland are attractively set forth, together with features making it the nation's ideal vacation spot this summer.
Special programs will be developed for
uni versity days at the E xposition, Bailey
said, wh ich may include appearances of
choral societies, glee clubs and other
groups in the great outdoor Radioland
shell, addresses telling accomplishments
of the institutions and add itional events.

(Co11ti11ued /ram Page 4)
we suspect that the 12 o'clock closing
.
.
.
rule
rather . annoymg . . .
. 1s . becommg
.
] nn F1tzpatnck, w~st s1de man-abou_ttown, now parks h1s hat and coat m
the auditing department of the Fisher
Bros. Co .... Bill Likly, one-time Carroll man, and Ruth 1!inarik, soror
editoris (as we classicists would say)
recently announced their engagement
. . . Johnny Meilinger and Joe Hoctor
have discove red a nice pair of twins
in the Collinwood section, but it takes
three street car rides to get there. Joe,
bye the bye, recently saw Gerri Brunner on a week-end visit from Seton
Hill, and thinks the matter is worth
investigating . . . Father Norm Kelley,
Carroll alumnus recently ordained, will
say the students' Mass this Friday . . .
Chet Lynn and 1!arion Paskert have
retained their undergraduate interest in
Carroll debating and, incidentally, in
each other . . . Normie Merrill, frosh
gri d star from Augusta, Maine, writes

l postcards

to his g.f.'s all over the cowltry .. . Don't forget the Beta Phi Sigma
dance on Easter ight at Guild Hall .
S tan ".,' oo d an d h'IS b oys are domg
· th e
honors ... The Carroll coaching staff
has produced a second Ted Peckham
D 't b
· d ·r C
ll'
. . . on
e surpnse I
a.rro s relay team cops off the colleg1ate e\·ent
in the annual Indoor Track Meet at
Public Hall ... If iYOll ask Jack Mohr,
he'll say that he applied the boot in
the "Buff" Suppy affair, but some of

his friends say it was the other way
around .. . \Vny does everyboy cut
Mr. Donohue's International Econom ics class on Friday? ... \Ve understand that "Sunny" O'Malley is still
trying to bowl a "100" game down at
Linsz Recreation . . . and all the boys
in Bernet Hall are happy because
Father Murphy hasn't campused anybody for the last month.
Personal Observations . . . John
Toner's fraternity brothers swiping

•

•

Cary Grant says:
~~a

light Sl)l.oke rates aces high
with my throat"
ttLu ckies have been my cigarette for
five years now. I rate them a 4 staT
cigarette. They're always good to the

throat, and taste so much better .than- · - ---;•
other cigarettes that it seems to me
this (Toasting' process is a swell idea.
Yes, a light smoke like Luckies rates
aces high with both my throat and
taste."

New York U.
Next Opponent

,

New York University is the next
team scheduled to meet the Carroll speakers. It is rumored that the New York
team will be met in a radio exhibition
when the visitors reach Cleveland on
March 22. Then in quick succession Carroll entertains Bucknell University and
the pniversity of Vermont on March 30
and April 2. A team of orators fr om
Loyola University will be trying to gain
a win over Carroll when they visit the
campus on April 6. Arrangements have
recently been completed for a meeting
with the Cleveland Chapter of the American Institute of Banking some time in
the middle of ApriL

Add Seventy-Seven
Books to Library
Seventy-seven new books have been
received' by the John Carroll library during the past week, reported Mr. Frank
Suhadolnik, librarian. The list of books
includes works on literature, history,
psychology, religion, and many other subjects. Representative exarn'ples: The
Bourgeois Mi11d by Berdyaev, Characters
of the Reformatiolt by Belloc, Africa11
A11gelus by C. C. Martindale, G. K . Chestcrtoll's Autobiography, Evelyn Waugh's
Edmu11d Campiol~, Voltaire by Alfred
Noyes, Soviet Mm~r-Now by I slolsky,
and Withi11 That City by Arnold Lunn.
The jackets of these and sLxty-eight other
books are now on display on bulletin
boards on .the third floor.

Circulation
Increases
Mr. Suhadolnik also announced, with
a good deal of pleasure, that circulation
of library books has increased from a
4.8 per capita average last year, to an
average of 14.1 for the first semester of
the present school year. At the same
time the number of books in circuation
rose from less than 5,000 to over 30,000.

his silverware at home and then presenting him with same the next day at
school ... A number of Carroll gents
being informed that their presence was
no longer desired last Friday night at
the Uid- Way Club .. . Dr. Branin getting " •o Parking in Driveway" signs
pasted on hi windshield on two successive days last week . . . Tom Peoples
falling into the water while trying to
move a beer barrel at the Commerce Club
affair . . . George Martin wandering
around like a lost sheep since Eileen
Manion went to 1 ew York ... Tiger
Quinlan taking · in the Kokoon Club
Ball ... Three Carroll frosh footballers
in the Palace front row last week, exchanging repartee with the celebrated
N.T.G .... Bernie Ceraldi ditching Bob
Yeager so he could take Marie Dana
home. Bob took the street car . . .
Jack Hanley's generous friends remembering him on his 22nd birthday with
a few choice trinkets, including an
(empty) Hiram Walker's, all wrapped
up like the real thing ... and Mr. Wolf
dragging a dog into the kitchen of the
Cafeteria. (\Ve suspect foul play) .

APPEARING IN THE NEW
COLUMBIA PICIURE, "WHEN YOU'RE IN LOVE"

An independent survey was made recently
among professional men and women -lawyers,
doctors, lecturers, scientists, etc. Of those who said
they smoke cigarettes, more than 87% stated they
personally prefer a light smoke.
Mr. Grant verifies the wisdom of this pre£..
erence, and so do other leading artists of the
radio, stage, screen and opera. Their voices are
their fortunes. That's why so many of them
smoke Lu~kies. You, too, can have the throat pro..
tection of Luckies- a light smoke, free of certain
harsh irritants removed by the exclusive process
ctlt's Toasted". Luckies are gentle on the throat.

THE FINEST TOBACCOSuTI-lE CREAM OF THE CROP"

A Light Smoke
''It's Toasted''-Your Throat Protection
•

AGAINST IRRITATION-AGAINST COUGH
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